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the audio files for the tests are included on a cd along
with a pdf of the practice tests, containing the key to

the audio files. this is a great feature for complete
beginners, who might not know how to navigate the
audio files on their computer. you can also save the
audio files as mp3s, and carry them around in your

pocket. the book does come with a few flaws. first, the
audio files are only available on a cd, and this is a

small book. this means you will need to invest in a cd
drive and a computer to use these files. also, some of

the pages in the book are on both a pc and mac
format. second, the audio files only cover the reading

section of the test. we highly recommend that you
purchase the book, and read it as a supplement to the

practice tests on the reading section, as well as the
reading, listening, speaking, and writing sections of
the test. if you find that you're getting stuck on a

certain type of question, you can print out the sample
problem you're having trouble with, and practice it by
yourself. however, doing this alone won't make you

ready to take the exam. if you like this book, you can
get the next book in the series: official toefl ibt tests
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volume 2 . this book contains 5 full-length toefl ibt
tests that have appeared on previous toefl ibt exams.

a new purchase comes with an access code, where
you can download the audio files you will need for the
test and install the on-screen version of the practice
tests found in the book. barrons essential words pros
and cons (summary) proscons great resource for toefl
reading practice. this book is really only for students

who especially struggle with vocabulary. offers
activities that help you learn new vocabulary by using

it, rather than just memorizing it. the toefl practice
passages and questions are outdated, reflecting the
pre-2019 version of the toefl. the vocabulary words

are accurate to the vocabulary on the real toefl.
focuses on vocabulary in toefl reading, not in other
sections of the test. includes one full toefl reading

section. the tips and tricks are insightful and helpful.
an alphabetical index of the vocabulary words helps

you quickly look up any word you want to study.
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it's not that barrons doesn't have the content. they
actually do cover all of the toefl ibt's skills very well. so

if this book could just teach me how to write a good
essay and analyze myself to improve my writing skills,
it would be a huge boon for me as a toefl ibt student.

unfortunately, this isn't the case, and so this book
does not teach me to write or self-analyze. overall, the
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book is not a bad choice, but the idea to devote 10
chapters to practice tests without an official testing
environment is a bit lacking. for that reason, it's not
the best choice of prep materials for someone who

wants to learn how to do more than practice the skills
they've learned. so these are all of the reasons why
the best prep books for toefl ibt are the official prep

materials. all three of the official books take you on a
guided tour through all of the toefl ibt test topics with

the help of a facilitator. and as you move through each
section, you practice with increasingly difficult

questions. this helps you to really understand each
test topic and master the skills. here are the three

official toefl ibt books to make sure you're getting the
highest-quality, most authentic toefl preparation. the
book - which is designed to lead up to a score of 700

or above - contains the following: 4 full-length
authentic tests (see information at the end of the
book) hundreds of audio-based practice questions
details on what is expected of test takers on each
speaking and writing section explanations of every

section on the test. information on what can be
expected of test takers on the listening section
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